A Bew notion of empirical informational divergence between two in&-vidual seqnences is introdored. If the 1-sequences are indepeadent realixations of two stationary Markov pmcesses, the empirical relative eutmpy converges to the tme divergence aImost surely. This new e q k i c d divergence is based on a Yexzion o f the LempebZiv data A simple universal elasification algcuithm for individual sequences into a finite number of which is based on the empi+ical divergence, is mtmdud. It discrimhates between the classes whenever they are distingoishabk by some finite-"o+u classifiera for almost every givm training sets and almost any test sequence from these classes. It is n & d in the sense of bemg independent of the unknown sources.
known sources.
-p& algaritthm.
Summary
Suppose one obwrves a seqaence x = (qr -~. 4-l emitted from an nnknown I-th order stationary Markow process p(-) oyer a hitealphabet [=A letters, and wishes to estimate the nth order enkopy, or e q n i m t l y -a-' logp (-) . While the straightforward approach of c a l d a t h g the Eth order conditional empirical distribnb is cornpotationally pmhibitedly complex for large I and is i m p d h t e if I is UII~UQWI~, it has been shown in [1] . [2] that the Lempeli -2% (LZ) code word length f a x divided by the Iength n, i s a COnopntationaEy ef6-cient, &Me estimate of the entmpy> and hence also of -n-' logp(-).
Mme pmk& let pf51,22.. . .qm) = n",, p(iilsi-~) where si = an estimate of the divergenre between gg(-) and pI-) with the prop the product measure p x q. for every finite t. In parallel to the faa that the entropy is estimated by serf LZ incremental parsing of=, here %&uition suggests that A[~]X), which is an estimate of the enas entmpy o ( q & ) , wiU be associated with cmss par.+$ of x with respect to x.
Sp&&a@y> the crass paning procedwe of 8 w-r-t x works as fd- htuitively, A(2llx) may -e as a reasonable discrimination h ction for nni.rerSd cladication of individual sequences. Indeed, bo contrast to the probabilistic framework in which the dassifcah problem 1s normally posed, we show that a classifier based on the compadson of A(z1k) to a threshold, " I t s in an a s~p t o~~y optimal perf-ance for abne& every indibidud tested data sequence am-aB &&ememory d a d -that are trained bv given training seqaeenees from each class, have a rejection option, and that assign to each class a small as p&& set of vectors so as to make the sources distin&&able. We assnme that any competing finite memory &ssi&er is mnsistent in the sense that if a test sequence, to be-classified, appears in the traaaing set it will be classified corrwtJ?y. It &ould be pointed out that white the order of the optimal competing finite memory elas-*er is normally &own.
the discrimination procedure based on the abave d d b e d crossparsing, is indeppndent of I and rompntaGoxd$y @ftieient.
